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Posted: Fri Sep 10, 2010 11:45 am
news just for you BOB

Joined: Sep 15, 2006
Posts: 1119

Seems at the rate my disability has kicked back in unless they can find some

Family Elder

Google

Post subject: Good

way to slow it down my doctor said to me in 5-10 years I will be completely
disabled and on my way out. I got a doctor who doesn't BS me.
Just came back to share the good news with someone who would be happy
about it.
I'll go back to the forums I'm welcomed at now.
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scorpion

Family Elder
Joined: Nov 06, 2008
Posts: 634

Posted: Fri Sep 10, 2010 12:16 pm

Post subject:

Chris I am really sorry about your recent set back but you are assuming that
nothing will come along in the next 5-10 years to slow down your MS or even
help you to improve. Please remove the comment about Bob Chris. None of on
here want to see anyone get worse no matter how much we have disagreed with
them.
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Posted: Fri Sep 10, 2010 12:17 pm
news just for you BOB

Post subject: Re: Good

I'm sad to hear the news and I'm sad that you're so mentally twisted that you
thought I'd find enjoyment in that.
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Joined: May 04, 2006
Posts: 5352

I don't hate you, I'm just tired of you coming around every few months to dog
me out.
You and I had super high hopes for Revimmune.........not doubting you or your
neuro but what signs of progression are you seeing?
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Posted: Fri Sep 10, 2010 8:05 pm

Family Elder

Boyz, Boyz!!!!! Simmer down now....

Experience Project

EP is a community
where members
connect through
shared life
experiences-- like
MS--and so much
more. You are not
defined by any one
thing, so be your
true self and find
others just like you
at Experience Project.
Get started by
sharing your Multiple
Sclerosis story.
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_________________
w/m 42 Knowledge is Power, Information is King

Joined: Feb 14, 2009
Posts: 403
Location: Pinecrest, Florida
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Posted: Fri Sep 10, 2010 8:46 pm

Family Elder

Joined: Sep 15, 2006
Posts: 1119

Post subject:

BS. I watched Bob's post change a couple 2 ways before he decided on the
perfect way to call me twisted LOL.
Cheers folks. I'm for one am glad I'm on my way out.
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To remain unbiased,
This is MS does not
accept corporate
sponsorships.
Therefore, we must
rely on our users to
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Please donate to our
upkeep if you have
the means. Thank
you!
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We encourage you to also visit our Multiple Sclerosis support community on Experience Project. Experience Project is a vast and
powerful community where people connect anonymously through life experiences. It's made by the same people who built This
is MS, on the premise that no single life experience-- like having MS-- defines a person. EP now covers over 5 million true stories
about every possible life experience. Find and share yours!
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